
122nd Knowledge Seekers Workshop - July 20, 2016 

(Discusses the hand signs (mudras) used last week not Satanic, Off planet help to elites 

sent home, now teaches about soul, The two souls of prophets, How to elevate the soul 

with Gans of Iodine and isotopes of Cu and Zn, Neutron is basis of Periodic Table not 

Proton,  ) 

 

(:11). There are millions of KF supporters we need to make a difference. He calls for all 

KF around the world to help in the Chinese disaster. In Chinese. (:21).  Armand speaks to 

Armenians and new conflict. (:33). If you are a nation with conflict come to KF, we flood 

you with love and share the T. We are a Peace Movement.  (:43). The second Armand 

speaks for peace. (:52). Now you see the need for the UC for unification. We are not here 

to bring a new kind of slavery. (:55). Maybe the Chinese disaster is for unifying KF for 

support. I have been told I have been teaching too fast. (:57). They accused him of being 

satanic because he used Mudras last week, now he explains. This is the universal 

language, the little finger is P, index finger is E, the 2 fingers touching palm is the soul, if 

you hold the palm facing your body means I am prepared to communicate with you with 

my P and E but my soul is mine (not with my soul). If you turn the palm facing out it 

means I am open and I can't lie. This is not satanic, it is the language taught by those 

from the space and those who understood it (on earth) wanted to elevate themselves to be 

more important, calling themselves Illuminati and Rothschild. In space our digestive S is 

not as complicated as man's our Soul, P, and E stay together. It's the same as the 3 layers 

of the skin, the under which gives ??, the middle which is transmutation from one layer to 

another, and the outer which is the interaction btn the environment and what is inside. So 

it's the same process, you have the soul (thumb), E (index), P (little finger). When I 

closed all fingers and thumb it means I have withdrawn E, P, and soul, because you have 

done wrong, when you do this in space it means I am not prepared to negotiate, to give 

what I have is mine. Which meant the planet earth is ours, we want to keep it, to bring 

peace, which means you have to go home, which means take your P, E, and soul. (1:02). 

They know they have abused it, I show you how it works. (tape is broken ). He draws a 

circle with squiggly line coming out, you have the source (Principle), the transition 

(present knowledge, you call it dark matter), and the matter state. No matter if you have 

Pl or human, you always have the same, the skin of man runs the same, the structure of 

stomach, man , planet earth the same. It has a center, transition (magma), and a solid 

surface, it the same pattern. But you have missed, it's a copy of a human being. (1:04). He 

draws a brain, ?? the missing part .. jaw extended itself, ... when you see the brain, the 

planet as we are now, this part of the brain (the lower missing part of circle) has opened 

up to be able to feed the rest and becomes the P body of man. If you gather the whole 

body and push it back up to itself, you'll get a full circle of the man. That's how simple it 

is. But when you have this full circle you create this Pl you still have the 3 sections. 

(1:06). You have the P, the transition from the Principle to the P, which you call E, then 

in the center sits the soul. So your soul is in the center of your brain. Man has been 

looking for thousands of years for his soul. The soul is the creator of P. ... ?? now you 

understand how your P was created by your soul. ?? the part that creates you and your 

life. Now you see there is no difference btn the Pl of a man, Gans fields, atom, nucleus or 

whatever. What we call an atom is one Pl controlling the other as one unit. The lower part 

of the brain that separated instead of becoming an electron, has become the P body, 



attached to each other and working together. Man has not understood the position and 

strength of his soul. Now you understand our shape, but when you go into another 

environment, according to the condition you might not need so much of the P, because 

your environment doesn't need it, the P part becomes very small. If you look at the top 

view of the brain, it's in 2 halves where in the center we have the E, the center of the E 

sits the soul. (1:09). I will show you how to see, detect the strength of the soul. I promise 

you in time I will let you see the soul of the Christ, maybe today, if you understand you 

shall see. From the top of brain to the sides are the arm and hands, tips of fingers by the 

ears. ... The index and middle finger are your E, the other 2 fingers are the P, on the 

boundary (by the ear), ?? this is the transmission of the E, and your soul shows itself by 

your thumb. In Space when you don't need your digestion S, most of your E to do with P, 

and P itself are not needed. In the Space most of the P entities you see have this 

combination (Thumb, Index and Little), because man is too E and attached to his P. 

That's what this (mudra) means, it's not satanic, they use it to say in a way we know the 

knowledge, and some pretended to know the knowledge. (1:12). Now you learn the first 

knowledge of the Space. Those who use this language and thought they are elite, are in 

fact peasants of the space, they abused it. Today you will know more then the people who 

go like this (hand sign), because it means something to you. When I stand in front of 

people I know who I am dealing with through the structure of the hands. They look at me 

in the P but I look at the state of their E. When the thumb is out it means I am a giver, I 

have nothing to hide. If the thumb goes a little in it means I have equal balance. ?? it 

means I want to possess everything, the soul and P. I ask my patients to open their hands 

I am looking for the state of fingers how it is going. You look at the shape of hands and 

you understand how he stands. (1:14). It's like the sign language of dumb people. The 

people who use this are primitive cultures of the U, who have landed here and taught 

people more then they knew ...  (1:17). What strength the soul exists. ?? you can elevate 

your soul, you can divide it but you can't take away from it. ... bandwidth problems he 

asks to record it in building  .. We have the capability to understand more.  (1:20). Last 

week we said the P of man dependent on CuO2 + CH3, CO2, AA. When you have some 

damage you make a Patch with CO2 (communicate), some CuO2, CH3 (energy) to 

increase, for division of what energy comes in body B12 (Cobalt). When it comes to E 

we always use ZnO2 ... ?? you don't need much radiation, B12 for energy, dividing 

mono-atomic fields. There is an element which is the MG field strength ?? with this 

element you can create the soul. If someone says I am a descendent of the Christ very 

easily you can see if his soul is of the same as Christ. We know his descendents moved to 

the south of France. In the southern French blood we can find the true blood of Christ. 

(1:25). Now find the matter strength which is near to the strength of soul, all you need is 

a touch of your own skin and you'll get an indication of the strength of your soul. You 

can see how true you are and how the P transfers the knowledge, and if you are a 

murderer it will show. Because your intention is to kill, but because you're a president 

hungry for power, but you show yourself as a man of peace. The common denominator fo 

human race is the AA, I can see the intention of your soul. (1:28). The origin of life on 

this planet started in the air, gaseous part, COHN together to create life, AA in interaction 

with Fe with the division of Cobalt (radiation on matter state), we receive Hemoglobin, 

which interacts with 2 metals Cu and Zn, we found P and E, in totality interaction with 

Ca and K, we found structure. There we found liquid and muscles, here solidity and bone 



structure and become an upright P entity. In space we take the Na and Ca away from the 

composition of the P, then we will find that even the brain of man will be in the Pl 

condition without a solid state because even your brain cell has Ca based that has given 

it, its volume, we showed this already, building a structure with just K etc. (1:31). He 

goes over the composition of the body. Why do we have iodine, its in the places where E 

shows itself in P matter, brain, prostate, and anything to do with the cycle of life we see 

iodine. Now you understand the skin is part of the brain, you need iodine in it because it 

carries the same condition. You have found in this strength point ? the strength of the 

soul. It needs its division (Te, I, Xe, and Cs) and other radiation, ? Co sits with Fe, I sits 

with Cs. If you can make a condition you can make a soul. You have a number of ways to 

create, you will hear the soul of yourself when you interact with it, you can hear yourself 

in the P matter when you touch your own soul. The way you bring people out of 

depression with Zn, (1:34). you use CO2 and CuO to bring a P improvement, you can 

feed your soul and balance it that it doesn't need to feed itself on P, or to create a P 

condition. At this state man becomes independent of P in any dimensions of the U. No 

reason for kings or wars. You can replicate and bring it about with Zn and Cu and 

become independent of P, and become part of the soul of the creation in the U. I will 

change the course of Humanity today. For the first time you can see your own soul. You 

can create a condition that you will understand the true nature of yourself, and this is 

what shall be seen in space. They see your E long before you hide it in P, because they 

have access to that transition line, the strength they produce to see through you. (1:36). 

Most of the souls in the U goes a step further up if you follow the same chart you'll find 

the soul of the Galaxy, U, and of Universes. But in time you'll understand. You have seen 

the ratio, it did not need much to go from interaction of P to E, but you see the strength of 

the E in respect to the soul, but on this planet you can imagine what the man has not 

understood about the rest of the U. To find the soul of the U means understanding the 

transmutation of the elements. The Russians have managed to achieve what we did in 

Fukoshima. The knowledge we teach is not for a few but the whole U. You don't need to 

make the individual elements, you can create a condition to cover the Totality. You look 

at the number of protons, you should look at a different number, they have chosen the 

wrong thing. Look at the Mother. neutron division leads to creation of Proton and 

Electron, you should look in the structure at the number of neutrons. (1:39). This is where 

I could never understand the teachings of my professors, because they never understood. 

If in the atomic nuclear structure we say by the division of the neutron we have a proton 

and an electron how come we are taking the weakest and not the Mother (neutrons). In all 

these tables you should look at the number of neutrons and not in the number of protons 

which has already divided itself is a transition point. Take atomic structure of iodine, 

(127), take 53 from 127  .. If you look at the neutron then the world changes drastically.  

(1:41). ... elements .. Cs is used in nuclear industry, man has not understood mono-

gravitational, or mono-magnetical they have called it radiation. A radiation to the Pl T, is 

mono stronger on the field strength of G side or M side, so even what you call a radiation 

is a Pl, Book #2. Radiation in a Pl condition means as much you give you are receiving, 

you are giving it in G or receiving it in M, it's a big difference in world of Pl. If you are 

giving in Cs, Gamma rays it means you are spacing the neutrons from each other, 

because now you are receiving, energy is more, the spacing is more. (1:43). The Nuclear 

Physicists haven't understood we have 2 types of radiation. M or G Gamma or a specific 



strength, ?? you say it's the state of Gamma rays or the state of E, pain or happiness. So 

now you have found the strength of the radiation of the E of man. If you understand this 

you can increase or take from the soul to change the P. you have found the secret to the 

world of the Creator. If you understood the Cobalt or Cs are M field strength giving or 

taking, if you compact it you create more division, because in coming together energies 

have to be released, you decide what becomes electron or proton. You dictate the 

condition of the creation of the M field in the world of creation. For the first time Man 

can create the field strength detection of the soul. (1:45). And then the way you improved 

your P condition with the Gans, the way you changed your E, which means they have 

received what was lacking in the E part of the brain. If you can use something in range of 

Iodine and understands the ratio of giving, you decide how much divides how fast, with 

Cs you raise the level of the totality of the soul of the planet in one instance. Because 

if you give each soul takes what it needs and the rest is available to the others. It doesn't 

take long to change the animal behavior of this planet to the behavior of the U. Now you 

can understand why in the last meeting I said we are done with the Rothschild and 

illuminati. Now you understand what they were taught initially and they abused it, and 

they created the conditions to create what they wanted. Now if you can produce the Gans 

of iodine and understand how I explained to you using MG fields, even of Cobalt of the 

higher strength order, where iodine ... tomorrow there shall be no Pope. He will put his 

own crown down, and he has said so, and they know the coming has come. (1:47). The 

heads of religions and governments why they have been trying to murder me, and with it 

they murdered others in the past few weeks. The knowledge they got from the contacts 

(ET) which will be released, they didn't want to release. Now you have understanding of 

the strength of the E and soul. Do you need a SS to travel the U? This is the biggest fear 

for those who knew the knowledge will be shared in such a rapid way. You created the 

Gans of fruit, Cu and Zn, now go for iodine. Start producing it, you can get Cobalt much 

easier but it will take a longer time, but something in the spectrum of the field of 

interaction, somewhere change the AA to the skin of the Man, yourself, then if you do it 

the right way you shall see yourself within the structure and see if you like what your 

soul is and what you do in P, pickup the skin or put it in it of a president and then you see 

his soul. (1:49). My intention is peace, now you have the AA and the soul of the 

president. The puzzle is unraveling. If you are a murderer then he has the same strength 

as you and you vote for him. (1:51). Rick reads something about the Pope. ... the end is a 

matter of weeks and days. (1:54). Last week he received a very clear message from the 

world leaders, I understood it fully, it was coded. You are teaching a T that a lot of 

people don't understand. It is the time we all understand.  (1:56). In Mexico someone 

produced a Gans of CuO2, but it sits in the middle of the container, when another man 

sits across and speaks the Gans moves to that side. ?? if you bring a 3rd person it moves 

in 3 ways. Now bring the Gans of the soul and put it in the container, which side the Gans 

moves to that side. This is one of the first tools of understanding. Rick reads. (2:00).  

Now you see the first tools of Plasma, where we are heading for. We enter into the level 

of E, no where to hide. Those of you in the higher levels will start to shape the destination 

you want to go and see how the P wants to shape itself. (2:02). Now man can chose his 

destination, if I want to be amongst these people. (2:04). I select my ties according to 

what I am going to teach. The way we use 3D glasses in the cinema so we make glasses 

to see the soul. If you are in the Rothschild family you have to pay for the totality of what 



you inherited, that's why they have to kiss the hand of the mortal Popes, they have 

connections and they abused it. You have photos of religious leaders kissing the hand of 

Rothschild because they carried the knowledge of the U, and whenever they needed it 

they threatened it. But now you all have the knowledge. Last week when I went like this 

(mudra) it means I took your soul and P and you go back. It's our right as leaders in the 

UC to send back, it means the power we carry is both P and E, the truth of the soul and 

we sent it back to where it comes from. We took it away from the Illuminati, Rothschild 

and Religious Leaders who abused it. (2:07). Now you understand why the world leaders 

used these hand signals, now you can do the same. Those that called us Satan, we are the 

savior of humanity in the hands of the devils or those who took the souls of man. I just 

opened the riddle. If you are in pain it means your P needs energy from the soul which it 

can't supply, the line of communication of E and P doesn't exist??  Something is wrong in 

my E I don't get fed from my soul. (2:09). Photos of the soul Pl glasses. (2:12).  .. We call 

on the leaders to plan the Peace not with UN but with the UC. The UC met this morning. 

For peace we say, I am available take what you need, and peace be upon you. Start 

building, look at higher order of the neutron and not the proton. They diverted everything 

from the neutron to the proton so that the reality not be shown. All the wars end up in 

Rome. (2:16). Christ was not born out of the ground, in Jerusalem you have cousins and 

bloodline of Christ, as Palestinians you can still bring the true feature of Christ. I have to 

force you in this direction because the structure set in Vatican has created mayhem. The 

only way we can change it is by people seeing the fact. They called themselves Masons 

and Knights of Malta, these criminals infiltrated the KF by name and then by structure, 

and that is why we pulled one out of the KF recently. They're trying to break into the new 

T structure to carry on with the past. (2:18). I carry two souls, one of P and one of the 

Creator, when I speak as a man I live the life of a man, when I speak as the Creator 

and the Totality, the soul of the Creator speaks. That's why I carry the full 

knowledge even though I live in a P body. Now you understand where I come from, 

when I teach you I do as the soul of the Creator, when I am a man I am a father, lover, 

man and everything else which goes with P life. Never make a mistake between the two. I 

carry so much knowledge to share with you as a father shares his wealth with his 

children. And man on this planet are part of the children of the Creator across the U. We 

gave you the same knowledge that the children of the family of the U are all equal. When 

you enter the UC you'll thank the father that you brought us equal. There shall be no 

jealously because I share the knowledge in such an equal way that none of the children 

can be more then the other. (2:22). ... we'll see new creatures. You don't become 

chameleon but the true representation of the structure of your soul. We'll see those among 

us who are not of the Hemoglobin of this planet, but we'll still love them, because they 

still have a soul. The Principle Matter is the soul of the matter. You decide how you want 

to play the game, you want the generator I build you one, to fly with strength of soul. The 

Totality is one and depending on the strength you add to where will be the point of your 

manifestation. (2:24). On the same Pl you carry the info of the Gans of the Cu, Zn, H and 

everything else. Now you can create the field strength of any position in the U within the 

structure of your soul and there you shall be. He told the Americans in the peace talks 

with Iran, we crossed your nation many times without your knowing, it means we have 

the knowledge that you don't have. We have seen the knowledge shared with 3 nations in 

a perfect way, Russia, Chinese and in Syria. I said to the Americans, do not make the 



Creator on a blacklist because if the Creator makes a blacklist there shall be no America. 

I have to be free to teach wherever to free humanity from slavery. He calls on Obama to 

take him off the blacklist. If we have to, we can make USA into a slave nation. I have 

been patient but know we have to stop those who create wars. (2:28). I show you a trick, 

can you see the Cu and the Zn. Klaus to show isotopes of Cu and Zn. Emotion to show 

itself in P has a strength of bandwidth, so your laughter, pain etc sits somewhere in the 

isotopes of Cu and Zn. Now you can detect E, if you want to make the planet happy this 

is the bandwidth of happy, this is where the isotopes come to play. Understand the 

structure of the bandwidth of the soul and then create a soul which is giving. Then create 

a soul which is a center to give, you'll soon reach the state of the creation of the U. (2:31). 

(Jefferson labs isotopes of elements). The isotopes of Cu and Zn. You make a happy 

drink for the soul. Find the soul and put it in an interaction with its condition, the strength 

btn the Zn and Cu which connects the P and E. Each E has a strength with today's 

knowledge you can produce it. Find the isotopes of Zn and Cu and you find the total 

bandwidth of human E, it's a huge bandwidth. There are hundreds and hundreds of 

isotopes. Cu starts from 52 to 68 ... example Cu 72, now look at Zn 72, this is E 

connected to P at a given strength, to your AA is the strength of happiness. Only Cu in 52 

53 is part of your P the rest plays in your E which cell and where, (2:35). Don't look at 

the neutron but how they position themselves, then Cu 61 fits with everything Zn 61 will 

give you, sadness or happiness if you have to give to someone, someone in need I like to 

help, someone who grabs what I need, don't, so it's the E that creates. You have to look 

on the P and E side. This will open your eyes to a lot. Zn 61 and Cu 61 it tells you on the 

top daughter isotopes, so in that bandwidth you have found the reality. (2:37). Cu 68 with 

interaction with the Zn .. each batch or strength is one level E of the man. It's like going 

to Supermarket and they give you the odor of strawberry and you all want strawberry, 

now I can give you the bandwidth of peace, create a machine that no soldier knows why 

he is fighting. Fighting is against the nature of Pl so no nation can go to war if you create 

the right fields of the E of satisfaction. Now you know where the soul is you can become 

the transition part which is the E and the P follows the order of the boss. If we would 

have tried to explain this 50 or 20 years ago no one would have understood, now you can 

see it P and a large number of people can replicate so the knowledge can't be lost. No one 

will use the message given to become Satan, we are scientist of the U and understand the 

Totality. (2:39). We have to look for those who committed the crime, with robes and 

leaders and with it they get protection from it. Now you understand why the life of Fabio 

was sacrificed for the freedom of humanity, those who thought they done the job you 

freed the man, that was the last crime you'll ever commit. We will bring you to the pole 

of justice through your soul. Those of you who are peaceful will prevail and are the 

givers and will elevate the others, the P will speak. 12 months ago I started this process 

with Sterling. These people were born to show the present behavior of man to learn and 

elevate the soul, these are all part of process of elevating man. Up to now we taught about 

P and the rest. (2:42). If you are intent on helping the man in the floods in China you can 

feed him from your intent from your home. A lot of you have a misunderstanding about 

praying and meditating .. if that soul is in the condition of wanting to receive, it shall 

receive. Members of the KF Core you understand what I taught you this morning, do 

what you are meant to, the same with the UC you are here to serve humanity through 

your soul, P help them. (2:44). We will see the change in a very short time, start building. 



... you can make a combination that the effects of the isotopes one or the other. (2:46). 

Questions. The Cu found in earth, is it in contact with our E? Of course you are part of it. 

Your body came from this planet so you are made of it, this is my body, this is my soul, 

the soul came from the fields of this planet. Different cultures have different behaviors, it 

is in respect to the material of that part of the planet, different levels of isotopes in it so it 

creates that kind of E and behavior from that nation. When they change location they also 

change. (2:48). Why some nations are peaceful and others at war. Hitler killed 20 million 

in 5 years and we talk all about it, the Americans in the last 30 years have killed as many 

but we don't talk about it. The blood will run through Vatican for the ones who falsified 

and walked in the name of God, not the P blood, of the E, which means the soul has taken 

out of it, wasted energy. We have no choice but to clean up. (2:50). My job is very much 

like Mohammad, he saw how living in the Creator without a statues made people 

independent and he went back and destroyed all the statues, so people would believe in 

what he called God. I have to destroy the statues people built by abusing the E of the man 

in the name of the Mosques, Churches etc. People's education have gone higher to 

believe in the Creator Himself and not the angels of death. You have to destroy the false 

castles of worship that they have done. The man has to be the prophet to himself by 

correct conduct. Learn not to be a slave to the abuse of the knowledge but be a slave to 

peace and equality.  (2:53). There is a huge amount of effort by the Vatican to eliminate 

us, put on a blacklist. Q: What do you mean no more Jews, will they all die? Anyone who 

murders or commits a crime is a Jew, doesn't matter what nationality or name, this means 

the behavior of Moses, criminality, read the Torah. No one will call themselves that name 

because it is related to death, criminality. (2:57).    (3:00). I stopped teaching the matter 

state but have just started with the soul teaching. Q: If their souls are divided among a 

thousand souls and they come back in a village to suffer and a good soul go to help them, 

does that good soul make a mistake? Understand what I said about the Cs and how much 

you want to give and how it effects the others. She was in prison at time of Khomeini. 

She sold everything to get a passport with daughter and escaped. {Keshe feels her pain  } 

(3:06).  Can you forgive the people who did this to you in Iran? I already forgave, I never 

want to hold anything on my shoulders when I leave this world. We all have Principle 

Mater within us but we don't access it, it's like a switch in the house, there are branches of 

it, if I access the Principle I can access the branches, like go to the moon .. Good Morning 

you have understood. (3:09).  

(3:14). 

(3:22). Was the soul produced by the brain? No our soul comes from the P interaction of 

the fields -28 

(3:35).   (3:38). Do the elite have helpers from outside the earth? I will explain in a 

language you understand. When the messengers of God come they always see a light, 

now you understand it's an interaction btn their soul and the soul of Creator, they don't 

need a language, they don't need to see a pain, they feel it in their soul and they give to it, 

then the pain elevates. The prophets are in a lower strength order compared to the 

Totality, it's like the sun and earth it releases light, looks like a fire, in that process they 

didn't speak a language they were guided by E to where their destiny was, then when it 

came to P they abused it because now they thought they would have a better world and at 

that point they lost it. The same kind of interaction has been taken with the UC and 

certain groups that could influence at a time, to change the life of the others for better, 



and these people stole, like Moses stole from the man. And because they had that extra 

knowledge, what you all now have, they abused it, these are the Rothschild's, the Vatican. 

At this time the UC, which is not apparent to ordinary man, are in continual contact with 

different governments trying to get man to see. But we can not interfere. Man can do it 

through the process I showed you. You can create because you are of the same AA as the 

man, you can create a condition to find balance what you call peace. We can not enforce 

it but we can show to you how the end product is and how it is done, like how I showed 

you to make CO2. (3:41). and how you can use CO2 for different effects. We have 

finished with them (elites). When you can see the light of the creator yourself then why 

do you need others to lie to you. The communication from the UC over thousands of 

years was not to create an elite, and now you will not even hear of them, it's not worth 

mixing their blood so we will dissolve it. (3:43).  

(3:50). How to make Gans of Cs and Iodine? You do it the same way. How to elevate 

your soul, draws a spiral, Cu, gold, etc. H, Zn, .. Plutonium. Cu +Zn > you can reach Cs, 

look at the neutron, you don't always need to add, you can put G or M and same material 

becomes a giver and a taker. (3:53). You create a soul, or a P in another strength, you 

don't need to have the same. All you do is to ... that the totality gives you the strength of 

iodine, then you create a directional flow in or out of it that it behaves like a Cs or giver 

and taker, you link into the G field of higher order or lower order. Do not work on proton, 

but neutron, you have a sun it dictates, it doesn't matter how big the planets are, because 

its mass by order is bigger. In same way a neutron, Principle Matter divides into an 

electron and proton, so in fact it's the neutron that is the controller of any nucleus not the 

proton. We looked at the wrong side, we looked at the children instead of the mother. 

(3:55). This is the fundamental mistake I had had with my professors. If it is 52 and 52 

but another 8 extra pieces, it's the 8 which gives and divides, this has brought balance, the 

sun and earth and little moons (electrons). The Periodic Table should be changed and 

based on the neutron. False knowledge has lead to a lot of mistakes. Yes it was 

intentionally, because this way you can keep people aside. The Periodic Table is the most 

falsified, by those who want to keep the true science away from man. (3:57). How can 

you say the neutron does nothing, it's the most important part, because it is its division 

that leads to creation of proton. KF supporters have to change the Table. Explains 

Gamma and X-rays. (4:00). The Masons and Knights of Malta were there to build but 

they built the wrong house for themselves and not help humanity. You touch me and I 

take the soul of God from your blood, work with me I bring prosperity and peace to 

humanity. I take you all on, Rothschild, President, Vatican, Illuminati until we bring 

peace on this planet, my power belongs to humanity and not to me. Totally we can 

change the course, go and start write the correct papers. We can't deny all the science of 

the past but where there is wrong it needs correction. It's a fundamental truth in science. 

With diseases one level of the fields was used to create that E, you look at both M and G 

and you can walk in diseases covering the body, you elevate the E in respect to the soul, 

bring balance and within seconds you walk out free of disease. (4:02). You have already 

worked with the levels of the matter fields, now work with the soul fields, it is very easy. 

You have the Cu (59) and Zn (65), working with the fields, then just put Iodine (127), 

take into account the higher order proton needs a higher order neutron, that's it. Now you 

see how the soul controls P and E.  Bernie, tell us the feeling you had in last 24 hours 

with what i asked you to make.  You have a feeling as if you are out of breath, ?? I think 



it is in the E part. I give you some advice, when you had that feeling of choking, why not 

give to it that it gives you the nest, you becomes its G, isn't there the point that it needs 

you and it elevates you, but you are not prepared for the change? Then you'll find out you 

will have the SS and lift, because that will be the intention. Isn't that choking feeling a 

limitation that I don't want to give because the future can change because of me?  (4:06). 

What about if you give to it, and then find out that you are in the center of what you want 

to be free. Bernie says he is in a neutral state. We won't go into details, it's a new S for 

flight, with it you need to receive huge amounts of G that it changes itself to M. He draws 

a small circle inside a larger one, you understand the brain and where the soul sits, draws 

a second set of circles, these are when the Free Plasma is formed in the center, now you 

need to give to that FP for it find its position and flight. You control through your E the 

condition and position of your craft. Now that you understand the position of your brain 

and soul, the condition of your true soul dictates the control of the craft. (4:08). The 

reason you feel the choke is that you are not ready for the craft because you are looking 

for something somewhere else. When you build a craft you have to feed it, because you 

are of the same, it ? encompasses you. Bernie says, he is just listening and not allowing it 

to connect. Exactly!! Now you see the control of the E over the P. The S is P but because 

it has created its own field it needs to take from the soul to literally confirm what P wants 

to see is a craft. That's why I said to Armand be careful it's not the center and you have a 

way to walk out otherwise we can't get to you. We are on the verge of releasing a SS, 

through very simple S. Now that i have taught you how the soul operates and can get to 

it. Now it's your soul which is in control of the E and creation. (4:10). What is the radius 

of the field you tested? It's up to 24 meters, it's longer but we hit the wall. Keshe says the 

minimum diameter is 70 meters but you just hit the wall. It will build itself, you'll see the 

light. This is what I offered to the Chinese government to be used in the South China sea 

to create a field to cover whole parts of the ocean that no warships can fire. So there is no 

war. We have to get Philippines people into China to help with the disaster. We can give 

the T to both the Chinese and Americans that they disassemble each others army. (4:12). 

Fro the Americans listening, we are prepared to give the T with guarantees that not a 

single cent spent on arms. Otherwise we bring the army of the US to a halt. We have 

shown it 3 times. What happens to the animals and plants when mankind changes? You 

elevate the whole planet with your change, they elevate also. (4:14). Most of the plant life 

are already elevated to the peace, when we use the fields we don't need to harm them. 

Accidents happen. Q: should we use the Iodine in our S? You can use it, because then 

you have a S for the soul and not a power generator. You all stick to a very little 

knowledge just not to be embarrassed, you should go out and test everything to change 

humanity. You'll see all kinds of things, shadows, field forces. Once you create a dome 

that covers the human AA on the soul level, there are other entities which are below but 

we couldn't see, just below Iodine, now you'll start seeing them. (4:16). What are          

 

(4:25). Advice to Jewish Lobby in background, join us to bring peace, you'll go farther to 

advance, otherwise you'll end up like the man who started it. Please move on to 

understand the divisions of the soul. We are bringing you the knowledge in very rapid 

way.  

 


